SUMMARY OF STEWARDS HEARING
2018 VIRGIN AUSTRALIA SUPERCARS CHAMPIONSHIP – RACES 28 & 29
“ITM Auckland SuperSprint”.
Pukekohe Park Raceway, Pukekohe, Auckland.
02 – 04 November 2018.

Document
SPP18

Protest Hearing Rule B 4.6
At 0900hrs on 4 November 2018 the appointed Stewards commenced a Hearing following the receipt at
2125hrs on 3 November 2018 of a Notice of Protest (and the applicable Protest Fee) from Racing Team
(Aust) Pty Ltd in connection with an Incident in Race 28 when Broadcast footage showed a rotation of
the rear wheels of Car #97, Shane van Gisbergen, during one of Car #97’s Pit Stops before the Car had
been returned to the ground. A copy of the Protest and the email sent to the Stewards enclosing it is
annexed and marked “A”.
Racing Team (Aust) Pty Ltd and Tickford Racing Pty Ltd had both alleged that the Incident represented
a breach of Rule D11.8.8 of the 2018 Virgin Australia Supercars Championship Rules and had requested
that it be investigated by the DRD. The DRD had conducted a post-Race investigation into the Incident
and had determined that the matter did not warrant being referred to the Stewards for the imposition of
a Penalty for reason that a further review by him of the Broadcast footage of the Pit Stop and a review of
Supercars data from Car #97 had revealed that the rear wheels of Car #97 had not rotated in excess of
one full revolution.
The DRD’s Determination as published to the complainants explained that the DRD had applied a
consistent policy of not referring a suspected breach of Rule D11.8.8 to the Stewards for the imposition
of a Penalty in circumstances where the rear wheels of a Car are observed to have rotated during a Pit
Stop before the Car has been returned to the ground but not for more than one full revolution. A copy of
the DRD’s Determination is annexed and marked “B”.
The Protestor was represented by its Authorised Team Representative, Ben Croke. Because the Protest
concerned a Triple Eight Race Engineering Pty Ltd entered Car, the Stewards had given notice of the
Protest to that Team and hence their Authorised Team Representative, Mark Dutton, was in attendance
at the Hearing. As the apparent Respondent to the Protest, the DRD, Michael Masi, was also in
attendance.
At the outset of the Hearing, the DRD queried the status of the Protest given that the Notice expressed
the protest to be against the result of Race 28 when Rule B4.4.1.5 provides that a protest against the
race results can only be made after the publication of the provisional results. The provisional results had
only been published at 0850hrs on 4 November – nearly 12 hours after the Notice of Protest had been
lodged. Mr Croke pointed to his email to the Stewards which attached the Notice which stated the Protest
was against the Determination of the DRD (not the race results). The Stewards called upon Mr Croke to
elect between a protest against the results and a protest against the DRD’s Determination. Mr Croke
elected for the latter. The DRD raised no objection. The Hearing proceeded on that basis.
Rule D11.8.8
Rule D11.8 with the heading “Safety” forms part of D11 which prescribes the Rules for Pit Stops. Rule
D11.8.8 is in the following terms:
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“During any Pit Stop, from the time the Car leaves the ground until it returns to the ground,
it is not permitted to have the clutch engage so as to cause the rear wheels to rotate unless
prior approval is given by the S&TD.”
Sub-Rules D11.8.8.1 and D11.8.8.2 expand upon Rule D11.8.8. Sub-Rule D11.8.8.1 is irrelevant
because it only applies to circumstances where the S&TD has given prior approval to the rotation of
wheels. So much was acknowledged by Mr Croke.
Sub-Rule D11.8.8.2 provides as follows:
“A slight movement of the rear wheels indicating the engagement of a gear will not, at the
sole discretion of the S&TD, constitute the rear wheels rotating.”
The meaning of “rotate” in D11.8.8
All Parties acknowledged that the ordinary dictionary meaning of the word “rotate” applies and, hence,
the Rule may be breached if the rear wheel of a Car rotates to any degree (subject to Sub-Rule D11.8.8.2)
and that a full 360 degree revolution is not required. The Stewards agree with that interpretation.
Matters not in issue
At the commencement of the Hearing:
-

Mr Croke told the Stewards that the DRD’s conclusion that the rear wheels of Car #97 had not rotated
in excess of one full revolution was accepted;
The DRD and Mr Dutton told the Stewards that no approval had been sought from the S&TD for the
wheels of Car #97 to rotate during its Pit Stop before it was returned to the ground and none had
been given.

During the Hearing the Parties all conceded that:
-

-

The clutch position of a Car is not monitored by Supercars. Indeed, sensors which might identify the
position of the clutch pedal, the position of the pressure plate or clutch pressure are prohibited;
There were 2 movements of the rear wheels on Car #97 during the relevant Pit Stop that had been
observed. The first was a slight movement which was agreed by all to be explained by the Driver of
Car #97 having engaged first gear. The second movement occurred approximately 4 seconds later
as Car #97 was being lowered to the ground. It was this second movement that was in contention.
The first movement was of a kind to which Sub-Rule D11.8.8.2 is directed. It was conceded by Mr
Croke that this first movement was not a breach;
The Rules do not require a Car’s foot brake or handbrake or line-locker to be activated before and at
the time the Car is returned to the ground.

What was in issue
Mr Croke made clear that his Team’s contention is that what is referred to as the second movement
above, albeit conceded to be less than a full revolution, represented a breach of Rule D11.8.8 and that
it warranted the imposition of a Penalty. The Recommended Penalty for such a breach is a Pit Lane drive
through Penalty.
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Mr Croke maintained that the DRD’s claimed policy of not referring a breach of Rule D11.8.8 to the
Stewards for the imposition of a Penalty unless in excess of a full revolution is observed or confirmed by
Supercars data is not prescribed in the Rules. The effect of his contention was that neither the DRD nor
the Stewards have any discretion not to impose a Penalty if a breach has occurred and that there is no
tolerance threshold permitted by the Supercars Judicial processes for this type of breach.
As is explained below, a further matter in issue is the degree of clutch engagement on Car #97 at the
time of the alleged breach, the Stewards noting that Rule D11.8.8 does not prohibit the rotation of the
rear wheels as such, rather the Rule is breached only if the clutch is engaged so as to cause the rear
wheels to rotate.
Protestor’s Evidence
Mr Croke did not present any evidence. However, albeit that he did not formally present a copy of it to
the Stewards, he made reference to the Broadcast footage of Car #97’s relevant Pit Stop which the
Stewards had seen during the Race.
Mr Croke also made reference to the Stewards Judicial Updates which have been issued over the past
18 months. He said that he had reviewed them and none make reference to a DRD Determination not to
recommend referral to the Stewards for a Rule D11.8.8 breach for reason that rotation not exceeding
one full revolution had occurred. On this point the Stewards explained that their Judicial Updates are
expressly non-regulatory and have historically omitted details of DRD Determinations completed within
a Session or Race, only those made following post-Session or post-Race investigations. The Stewards
explained that in-Race Determinations are published on the timing screen without reasons. It was
accepted by both Mr Croke and Mr Dutton that there have been several instances when suspected
breaches of Rule D11.8.8 have been noted on the timing screen as being “Under Investigation” and are
later reported on the same screen as “No Further Action”.
DRD’s Evidence
The DRD tabled Broadcast footage clips of two other Pit Stop Incidents involving another Car at different
Events which he said were examples of the policy he had applied in relation to this Incident, and a clip
of one example of a breach of Rule D11.8.8 which had been referred to the Stewards and had resulted
in the imposition of a Pit Lane Penalty. By coincidence, all 3 examples involved Car #9.
The DRD also led evidence from the Supercars Sporting & Technical Director, David Stuart, and tabled
the Supercars telemetry data from Car #97 which he had reviewed.
Mr Stuart explained the history of Rule D11.8.8 and that it had been introduced some years ago at the
request of Teams in response to concerns that Cars were spinning rear wheels at high revolutions before
dropping the Car to the ground and because this practice was a potential safety hazard for crew members
in close proximity to the Car, particularly the Car Controller, wheel mechanics and the refueller.
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Triple Eight’s Evidence
Mr Dutton tabled Team footage of the relevant Car #97 Pit Stop captured on its Pit boom camera and
Team telemetry data from Car #97 which showed throttle and brake application and damper position
synchronised to the time Car #97 was dropped to the ground during both of its Pit Stops in Race 28.
The telemetry data demonstrated that there was almost identical pattern in the sequence of the return of
Car #97 to the ground in both of its Pit Stops – the brake had been released before the Car was lowered,
there was a commencement of the application of throttle as the Car was lowered and that throttle
application was in the order of 20%.
The overhead footage of Car #97’s second Pit Stop showed that all wheel mechanics and the Car
Controller were clear of the Car at the time the rear wheels rotated as it was lowered to the ground, as
were the refuelling hoses and the refueller.
The Parties’ Submissions
As indicated above, Mr Croke submitted that the evidence established a breach of Rule D11.8.8 and that
a Penalty ought to have been applied. He maintained that the DRD has no discretion not to refer a breach
to the Stewards and the Stewards have no discretion but to impose a Penalty. He submitted that the “in
excess of one revolution” policy is arbitrary and not documented previously. He submitted that the 2
examples of wheel rotations on Car #9 which had not resulted in any Penalty, one at the 2018 Adelaide
500 Event and the other at the 2018 Bathurst 1000 Event, were examples of the application of Sub-Rule
D11.8.8.2 (ie. slight movement following gear selection). He submitted that the rotation of the rear wheels,
even for less than one revolution is a safety hazard for crew members who might have their hands near
the wheels. He agreed that in this case all of Car #97’s wheel mechanics were well clear of Car #97 but
suggested that the refuelling hoses were still connected at the time the rotation commenced. Mr Croke
was mistaken in this regard as the overhead footage tendered by Mr Dutton clearly revealed.
The DRD took issue with Mr Croke’s submission that neither he as the DRD nor the Stewards have any
discretion to elect to not impose a Penalty for a breach of the Rules. He pointed to the terms of Rule
B7.1.1 and the word “may” therein which implies that the Stewards have a broad discretion with respect
to Penalties. He submitted that decisions not to impose a Penalty when a breach of a Rule is established
are not uncommon and gave examples of exceeding the Pit Lane speed limit of 40kph (which are not
penalised under 45kph in Practice or Qualifying and not penalised under 43kph in a Race) and kerb
strikes where a tolerance within the discretion of the DRD is habitually applied and accepted.
The DRD took issue with Mr Croke’s submission that his “no action” Determinations in the case of Car
#9 at the Adelaide 500 and Bathurst Events in 2018 are examples of the application of Sub-Rule
D11.8.8.2. He submitted that in both cases the rotation was more than a slight rotation caused by the
gear selection and take up of backlash in the transaxle. He said these were examples of the application
of the same policy he had applied in this case. He submitted that in making his determinations on
suspected breaches of Rule D11.8.8, particularly given that the rationale for the Rule is the safety of
crew, he takes into account whether the rotation has occurred when crew are about to or are in the
process of changing wheels or refuelling. He said that in this case the wheel change on Car #97 was
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complete, as was refuelling, and crew were clear of the Car. He also emphasised that the speed of the
rotation of the rear wheels was slow and there had been no loss of traction when the tyres hit the ground.
He pointed, in comparison, to the footage of Car #9’s Pit Stop at Bathurst when the wheels had rotated
and a Penalty had been imposed by the Stewards. He emphasised the number of revolutions of the
wheels in that case, the speed of rotation and that refuelling was still occurring.
Mr Dutton submitted that the telemetry data from Car #97’s second Pit Stop was not consistent with the
clutch being engaged or, at least, far from fully engaged. He submitted that at 20% throttle, the rear
wheels would have spun at high speed had the clutch been engaged. He submitted that the telemetry
for the two Pit Stops when overlayed was for all intents and purposes identical. There had been no
rotation of the rear wheels in the first stop. He suggested that the telemetry was inconsistent with the
Driver of Car #97 having engaged the clutch and that the rotation was most likely explained by the clutch
being hot and having minor initial engagement as a result, not caused by any input by the Driver. He
agreed with the DRD that, in his observation, rotation of wheels during Pit Stops not exceeding one full
revolution has consistently not resulted in a Penalty and he suggested that all Teams recognise that there
is a degree of tolerance beyond a slight movement caused by backlash take up.
The Hearing adjourned at 1030hrs for the Stewards to deliberate.
The Hearing reconvened at 1530hrs on 4 November 2018 at which time the Stewards delivered the
decision below.
Decision
We dismiss the Protest.
We agree with the DRD’s submission that he and the Stewards enjoy a discretion to not impose a Penalty
in appropriate circumstances notwithstanding that a breach of a Rule is established. So much is clear
from Rule B7 in the case of the Stewards and, in the case of the DRD, Rule B2.1.1. So much is also clear
from the terms of Articles 11.9 and 12 of the International Sporting Code.
We agree with the DRD that what we have termed the “second movement” of Car #97’s rear wheels in
its second Pit Stop in Race 28 is comparable to the Incidents involving Car #9 at the Adelaide 500 and
Bathurst Races which had not been Penalised. We uphold the Determination of the DRD in this case.
We find that the DRD has a discretion not to refer a breach of Rule D11.8.8 to the Stewards in the
circumstances of this case and in the general circumstances he outlined. We have no reason to consider
that this exercise of discretion miscarried in this case. Indeed, had the Incident been referred to us, we
would not have imposed a Penalty consistent with the policy which has been applied this Championship
season.
Having arrived at this position, it is unnecessary for us to decide whether a breach of Rule D11.8.8
occurred in this case. As explained above, a rotation does not of itself amount to a breach. The issue is
whether the clutch has been engaged. It is clear that the wheels could not have rotated unless there was
some degree of clutch engagement. However, we accept in the circumstances where 20% throttle had
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been applied, the movement is not consistent with full engagement of the clutch, potentially only minor
engagement with no input from the Driver. Rule D11.8.8 does not require a positive step by the Driver to
engage the clutch. However, the fact that there is no evidence available to us to assess the degree of
engagement or whether the clutch pedal had been lifted supports the application of the DRD’s policy with
respect to these types of Incidents. In other words, the absence of such data justifies a tolerance of the
order the DRD has applied.
The Parties were reminded of their right to appeal.

Matt Selley (Chair)
Stewards of the Meeting

Trevor Neumann

Wayne Scott

4 November 2018

Received by:
-

The DRD at

…….. pm ………………………………

-

Ben Croke at

………pm ………………………………

-

Mark Dutton at

………pm ……………………………….
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